
Operator splittings for solving nonlinear, oupledmultiphysis problems with an appliation to thenumerial solution of an interfae problemOwe Axelsson� Maya NeythevayApril 8, 2011This paper is dediated to the memory of Jan Verwer, who reently suddenly and unexpet-edly deeased, for his impressive ontributions to numerial analysis and for his strit, butfair and friendly, manner in dealing with other sientists work.AbstratThis work summarizes operator splitting methods to solve various kinds of oupledmultiphysis problems. Suh oupled problems are usually sti�. Furthermore, oneis often interested in obtaining stationary solutions, whih require integration overlong time intervals. Therefore, an impliit and stable time-stepping method of atleast seond order of auray must be used, to allow for larger timesteps. To ontrolthe operator splitting errors for nonlinear problems, an approximate Newton solutionmethod is proposed for eah separate equation. After ompletion of some (normallyfew) Newton steps, the equations are updated with the urrent solution, therebypreparing for the next sequene of Newton steps.An appliation for a nonlinear model of interfae traking problem arising in amultiphase �ow is desribed. Hereby an inner�outer iterative solution method witha proper preonditioning for solving the arising linearized algebrai equations, whihresults in few iterations, is analyzed. There is no need to update the preonditionerduring the iterations.1 IntrodutionIn the modeling of many problems arising in pratie, oupled multiphysis phenomenaare involved, that is, partial di�erential equations of di�erent types appear in the model.An example is the interation of an elasti body with a �uid �ow, see, e.g., Glowinski et�Institute of Geonis AS CR, Ostrava, The Czeh Republi and Department of Information Tehnology,Uppsala University owe.axelsson�it.uu.seyDepartment of Information Tehnology, Uppsala University, maya.neytheva�it.uu.se1



al. ([17℄). Another example arises in the modeling of an interfae between two (or more)phases, suh as �uid and gas phase of some substane, see, e.g., Novik�Cohen ([34℄). Bothproblems involve nonlinear equations for the onentration, the pressure and the veloity,where the latter two are modelled by Navier-Stokes equations, see, e.g., [17℄ and [34℄ forfurther details. A model involving exeptionally many variables and orresponding partialdi�erential equations arises in the transport of air pollutants, where subproesses suhas advetion, di�usion, emission, deposition, heat ondution, and hemial reations areoupled, see, e.g., Verwer at al. ([38℄), Dimov et al. ([13℄) and Zlatev ([43℄).Clearly, suh problems an be omputationally very demanding and ompliated tosolve and it is not, in general, viable to handle them as one oupled system using say,an iterative solution method based on linearizations as in Newton's method for the wholesystem. In fat, the arising linearized equation matrix may be inde�nite, or even singular.Instead, one an treat eah subvariable and orresponding partial di�erential equationseparately and ouple the obtained solutions together after eah iteration step, in this wayforming the new, updated equations as well as initial onditions for the next iteration step.Normally, the proesses evolve with time, i.e., time-dependent partial di�erential equa-tions, mostly of paraboli type arise. In suh a ase, one must use some time-steppingmethod and the deoupling, and following reoupling of the equations an then take plaeat the beginning, respetively at the end of eah time step.Suh methods, where eah equation is solved separately, have been used sine long.Early methods were named frational step methods, see, e.g., Marhuk ([31℄) and Yanenko([42℄). Inidently, the alternating diretion method an also be seen as suh a method. Inthat ase one solves alternatively a paraboli equation along eah oordinate axes diretion,see, e.g., Douglas and Gunn ([14℄). Indeed, separation of the solution omponents an alsotake plae within eah equation if it involves di�erent physial phenomena, suh as di�usion,advetion, and reation. Suh splitting methods have been used, e.g., in Hundsdorfer andVerwer ([27℄), Glowinski et al. ([17℄). In the present paper, however, we are more onernedwith multiphysis problems whih are de�ned by separate equations. More generally, themethods an be de�ned as operator splitting methods. There are several variants of suhmethods and they are disussed in Setion 2.We remark here that the hoie of timesteps is ruial for the e�ieny of the methods.Choosing very small timesteps results in small splitting errors but auses many ostlytimesteps and large omputer run times. For instane, the omputer times reported in[17℄, lasted for several days or weeks, even on a modern omputer. The hoie of a propere�ient splitting method, whih allows larger timesteps, is therefore ruial.In Setion 3 some multiphysis problems are shortly presented. The Cahn-Hilliardequation oupled with the Navier�Stokes equation, desribing the interfae dynamis be-tween two phases of some substane in a moving �uid is presented in greater detail. Itsnumerial solution is disussed in Setion 4. In partiular, a preonditioning method forthe linearized equations, ourring at eah Newton step, is analysed. In Setion 5 suitablepreonditioners, whih were originally onstruted to solve linear systems arising in om-plex valued equations are presented. Setion 6 ontains a summary of an iterative solutionmethod for the saddle point problem suh as in the Navier�Stokes equation. Setion 7 on-2



tains some numerial tests using the methods from the previous setions. Some onludingremarks are found in the �nal setion.2 Operator splitting methodsOperator splitting methods to solve a system of oupled variables and orresponding partialdi�erential equations an take plae in several ways, whih we now survey with somebakground theory.2.1 Splitting methods(PS) Separate (or parallel) splitting methodIn the simplest version of operator splitting methods, for eah timestep the oupledequations are solved separately and the solutions of the di�erent variables are thenused to update the equations and form initial onditions for the next timestep. Thismethod is similar to the Jaobi iteration method. The advantage with the methodis its simpliity as well as that it allows parallel omputation of the solutions tothe equations. Clearly, in general, there appear splitting errors and time�steppingerrors whih must be ontrolled by hoosing su�iently small timesteps. As alreadymentioned, however, too small timesteps an lead to large omputer simulation times.(SO) Sequential ordering methodIn a sequential proedure, one hooses �rst an ordering of the equations, then solvesthe �rst equation and substitutes its solution into the other equations, where itappears. Then the seond equation is solved and its solution used to update the otherequations, et. In this way one ontinues sequentially, equation by equation. Thismethod is similar to the Gauss�Seidel iteration method and is the more traditionalone, see, e.g., [15℄.(SS) Symmetri splitting methodIn order to improve the auray of the sequential splitting, Strang ([36℄) and Marhuk([31℄) proposed a method, where for the ase of two equations, one solves the �rstequation for the �rst half of the timestep, substitutes the solution into the seondequation, whih is then solved on the whole timestep, its solution substituted intothe �rst equation whih is �nally solved for the seond half of the timestep.As pointed out in e.g. Faragó et al. ([11℄), it is reommended to let the seondequation be the one whih depends more strongly on the solution of the �rst equationand is more di�ult to solve. In this way, the splitting error depends on half of thetimestep and the most di�ult equation is solved only one during eah timestep. Inair pollution models one hooses often the sti� hemistry operator equation for theseond equation, see, e.g., Verwer et al. ([38℄).3



On the other hand, the seond equation is normally solved also in two parts for half asized timestep. Then the solution ost is the same for both equations. This methodan be seen as arrying out the two half�steps with reversed order of the equations. Inthis way, the sheme beomes symmetrized and this leads to a seond order method,as we shall see.(SW) Symmetrized weighted sequential splitting methodAs desribed above, at the ost of solving all equations twie during eah timestep,the sequential splitting method an be symmetrized. Applying also a weighting ofthe solution, allows for reduing the error further, see, e.g., Faragó et al. ([11℄).For the ase of two equations, ordered as 1 and 2, one solves �rst equation 1, thenequation 2, and after that solves them in the opposite order, equation 2 followed byequation 1. Finally, a weighted average of the obtained solutions is taken, whih thenforms the initial onditions to update the equations and to start the omputationsfor the next timestep.Typially, the parallel and sequential methods lead to splitting errors of �rst order
(O(�)) ; while the improved, i.e., symmetrized and symmetrized weighted methods leadto seond order (O(� 2)) methods, where � is the timestep. The time�stepping methodto be used an be the Euler forward method and some seond order method, respetively,to math those orders. For reasons of numerial stability, for sti� equations one must usean impliit time-stepping method. The simplest methods are then the Euler bakwardmethod (O(�)) and the Crank Niholson (O(� 2)) ; or a weighted time-stepping, sometimesalled the �-method, see, e.g., [3℄.Remark 1 In large sale real-life multiphysis problems one is often interested in thestationary state of the underlying system, whih might be attained after a long time.Therefore, to speed up the numerial simulations we need to progress in time with as largetime steps as possible. Time integration shemes, based on the � method do not allow usto use very long time steps beause those would ultimately destroy the disretization error,guaranteed for the solution. The largest time step one an use is � = h provided that wehave seond order aurate sheme in time and that the splitting error is not prevailingthe disretization error.The alternative is to use higher order methods, suh as Radau quadrature based impliitRunge-Kutta methods, see, e.g., [2℄. Frequently, the di�erential equations are sti� and forthe onvergene analysis it is then important to use one-sided Lipshitz onstants, see,for instane [3℄, [23℄. However, enabling the utilization of higher order time integrationshemes may require to treat the oupled equations in the ontext of di�erential-algebraisystems (DAE) ontext.2.2 Operator splitting errorsWe now give an outline of the derivation of the splitting errors. The simultaneous splittingmethod leads to splitting errors of order O(�) : Likewise, the sequential method leads4



to a splitting error of that order. As mentioned, for su�iently regular solutions, thesymmetrized method leads to a splitting error O(� 2) : This holds also for the symmetrized,weighted method.We present �rst an algebrai formulation of the splitting methods.Algebrai formulation of the splitting methodsConsider the equation �u(t)�t = A (t;u(t)); 0 < t � T ; (1)where u(0) = u0 is given and where A is a di�erential operator, frequently nonlinear,in the n omponents of the unknown vetor funtion u(t). Some omponent may itselfhave d omponents when we work with di�erential operators in a d-dimensional spae. Weassume that (1) has a unique solution and that the operator A an be split in a sum ofoperators,
A (t;u(t)) =

nXi=1

A
(i)(t;u(t))Thereby, eah equation �u(i)(t)�t = A

(i)(t;u(t)); 0 < t � T ;where the omponents uj(t) ; j 6= i are given, is also assumed to have a unique solution.The time interval [0; T ] is divided in subintervals. For notational simpliity we assumethat these are of equal length, i.e., � = T=m : Let tk = k� ; k = 0; 1; : : : ; m :The di�erent operator splitting methods an now be de�ned algebraially in the fol-lowing way.(PS) Simultaneous (parallel) splitting methodLet bu(t0) = u0 : At timestep k ; given initial values bu(tk�1) for k = 1; 2; : : : ; n ; solve�u(i)(t)�t = A
(i)(t; bu(t)); tk�1 < t � tk ;where bu(j)(t) = u(j)(tk�1); j = 1; : : : ; n; j 6= i and with initial ondition u(j)(tk�1) =bu(j)(tk�1) ; given. Then let bu(tk) = [u(j)(tk)]nj=1 be the initial ondition for the nexttimestep tk+1.(SO) Sequential splittingLet bu(t0) = u0 : At timestep k ; given initial values bu(tk�1) ; for i = 1; 2; : : : ; n ; solve�u(i)(t)�t = A
(i)(t; bu(t)); tk�1 < t � tk ;5



where � bu(j)(t) = u(j)(tk) ; j = 1; : : : ; i� 1bu(j)(t) = u(j)(tk�1) ; j = i + 1; : : : ; nand with an initial ondition u(j)(tk�1) = bu(j)(tk�1) given. Then let bu(tk) = [u(j)(tk)]nj=1be the initial ondition for the next timestep.To desribe the improved shemes with smaller splitting errors we onsider now justtwo equations, n = 2 :(SS) The symmetrized splitting methodLet bu(t0) = u0. At timestep k ; given initial values bu(tk�1) ; solve in order,(i) �u(1)(t)�t = A
(1)(t; bu(t)); tk�1 < t � tk�1=2 := tk�1 +

1

2
� ;where bu(2)(t) := bu(2)(tk�1); and u(1)(tk�1) = bu(1)(tk�1) ;(ii) �u(2)(t)�t = A

(2)(t; bu(t)); tk�1 < t � tk ;where bu(1)(t) = u(1)(tk�1=2); and u(2)(tk�1) = bu(2)(tk�1) ;(iii) �u(1)(t)�t = A
(1)(t; bu(t)); tk�1=2 < t � tk ;where bu(2)(t) = u(2)(tk�1=2); and the initial value u(1)(tk�1=2) is given from the�rst step (i).(SW) The symmetrized weighted shemeLet bu(t0) = u0 :At timestep k ; given initial values bu(tk�1) ; solve in order, for bu(1)(t) ; tk�1 < t �tk�1=2 ;bu(2)(t); tk�1 < t � tk and then bu(1)(t); tk�1=2 < t � tk as in the symmetrized stepmethod. Then repeat this method but in the opposite orderbbu(2)

(t); tk�1 < t � tk�1=2; bbu(1)
(t); tk�1 � t < tk and bbu(2)

(t); tk�1=2 � t � tk :Finally, take a weighted average of the so�obtained solutions
u(tk) = �bu(tk) + (1� �)bbu(tk) ;for some �; 0 < � < 1 : Then u(tk) form initial values for the next timestep.6



Under ertain onditions, the splitting errors in the previous two methods are O(� 2) :The "hidden" onstant in the expression an be expeted to be smaller for the seondmethod. The symmetrized weighted method requires, however, a double amount of om-putations per timestep.Operator splitting errorsFor the following derivation we assume su�ient di�erentiability and regularity to hold.Consider a nonlinear system onsisting of two oupled equations,du(1)(t)dt = A
(1)(t; u(1)(t); u(2)(t))du(2)(t)dt = A
(2)(t; u(1)(t); u(2)(t)) ;t > 0 ; where u(1)(0); u(2)(0) are given.For given initial values at t = tk�1; k = 1; 2; : : : the sequential operator splitting methodin the interval (tk�1; tk) ; where tk � tk�1 = � > 0 ; takes the formdbu(1)(t)dt = A

(1)(t; bu1(t); u(2)(tk�1)); tk�1 < t � tk (2)dbu(2)(t)dt = A
(2)(t; bu1(tk); bu(2)(t)); tk�1 < t � tk ;with initial values bu(1)(tk�1) = u(1)(tk�1); bu(2)(tk�1) = u(2)(tk�1) ; respetively. To �nd theloal splitting errors, i.e., loal trunation errors due to the splitting, we insert the exatsolution u(t) into (2), and obtaindu(1)(t)dt � A

(1)(t; u(1)(t); u(2)(tk�1))

= A
(1)(t; u(1)(t); u(2)(t))�A

(1)(t; u(1)(t); u(2)(tk�1)) (3)
=

�A (1)�u(2)
(u(2)(t)� u(2)(tk�1)) +O(ku(2)(t)� u(2)(tk�1)k2)

= (t� tk�1)
�A (1)�u(2)

A
(2) +O(ku(2)(t)� u(2)(tk�1)k2)Similarly, for the seond equation, we getdu(2)(t)dt �A

(2)(t; u(1)(tk); u(2)(t)) =
�A (2)�u(1)

(u(1)(t)� u(1)(tk))
+O(ku(1)(t)� u(1)(tk�1)k2) (4)

= (t� tk)�A (2)�u(1)
A

(1) +O(ku(1)(t)� u(1)(tk)k2) :7



Hene, the loal trunation errors are O(�) : To �nd the orresponding loal disretizationerrors in u(1)(tk) and u(2)(tk) ; we perform time integrations from tk�1 to tk in (3) and (4),and �nd that the error fator of �A (1)�u(2) A (2) in the major error term, equalstkZtk�1

(t� tk�1)dt =
1

2
(tk � tk�1)

2 = O(� 2)and, similarly, tkZtk�1

(t� tk)dt = �1

2
(tk � tk�1)

2for u(1)(tk) and u(2)(tk) ; respetively. Note here the negative sign in the seond fator.Hene, the loal disretization errors are O(� 2) :Clearly, the orresponding global disretization errors equal O(�) ; in general.Following Strang ([36℄) and Marhuk ([31℄), to improve on the error order we use thesymmetrial splitting. We then arry out the above splitting but only for the �rst halftimestep, i.e., in the interval (tk�1; tk�1=2) ; where tk�1=2 = tk�1 + 1
2
� ; followed by theequations in the reverse order on the seond half, (tk�1=2; tk) of the time interval.It follows from the above that the fator in the leading term of the loal splitting errorsin the solutions beomes

1

2
(tk�1=2 � tk�1)

2 � 1

2
(tk � tk�1=2)2 = 0 :Hene, sine the major fators of �A (1)�u(2) A

(2) and �A (2)�u(1) A
(1) respetively, in the two ompo-nents anel, it follows that the loal and global disretization errors now beome O(� 3)and O(� 2) ; respetively.Sine, due to a normally smaller ondition number of the system matrix involved,the omputational ost of performing a half timestep an be lower than that for a fulltimestep, the expense of the symmetrial splitting method an be less than twie that forthe sequential splitting and, furthermore, allows in general muh larger timesteps to get aertain presribed auray. Clearly, the time stepping method should also be a seond orhigher order method.Operator splitting methods an also take plae within a given equation if it ontains er-tain terms of di�erent physial behavior. For instane, in an advetion�di�usion�reationequation one an split the solution in three parts to be omputed separately during eahtime step. This is a method favored, e.g., in [27℄, see also [17℄. However, suh problemsgive normally rise to interior and boundary layers whih may be di�ult to resolve unlessone treats the equation as a whole equation.Similarly, for paraboli partial di�erential equations one an use loally one�dimensionalsplittings, whih enables solutions of just one�dimensional problems at eah timestep. Thisis the so�alled alternating diretion method, where the splitting is performed aording8



to the diretions of the oordinate axes. For the equivalene of loally one�dimensionalsplittings and alternating diretion methods, see [19℄.Suh methods will not be further disussed in this paper. We just mention here, as analso be seen from the previous derivations, that for a splitting of a single equation in twoterms,
A (t; u(t)) = A

(1)(t; u(t)) + A
(2)(t; u(t))the operator fator in the major term in the loal splitting error takes the form�A (2)�u A

(1) � �A (1)�u A
(2) :For a linear problem, this equals A (2)A (1) � A (1)A (2). Hene, it anels for ommutingoperators, see [11℄ for more general results regarding operator ommutativity. Clearly,ommutativity does rarely our in pratial problems. For some onditions where itours, see, e.g., [27℄.To get the above splitting for a single equation on the same form as for the separateequation splittings, one an introdue separate variables, say u(1) for the di�usion part,u(2) for the advetion part and u(3) for the reation part. Then one fores u(1) = u(2)and u(1) � u(3) by a penalty or by an augmented or regularized Lagrangian formulationmethod, see, e.g., [18℄.Not only do real�life systems involve interations between many physial phenomena,but the time and length sales of the individual proesses involved often di�er by ordersof magnitude. Therefore, for many real�life problems both multiphysis and multisalephenomena must be handled. Di�erent time and length sales an be used for di�erentequations and the solution from a oarse mesh an be interpolated to a �ner mesh for someother equations, or vie versa. For e�ieny, for some equations it an be neessary to use�ner meshes in parts of the domain only. Multisale methods have been disussed in manypapers, for a reent publiation, see [41℄, see also [26℄. Due to spae limitations we will notaddress this aspet further in this paper.2.3 Di�erential-algebrai equationsThe operator splitting tehniques, as presented above, hold for di�erential equations instandard form. Many models in pratie inlude, however, an algebrai onstraint. Anexample to mention is the divergene-free ondition for the veloity, whih appears when-ever inompressible �uids are inluded in the models (see Setion 3 for some examples).Suh models result in di�erential-algebrai systems (DAEs) to be solved, whih are of thefollowing form:

A1(u0; u; v; t) = 0
A2(u; v; t) = 0; (5)where the seond equation de�nes the algebrai onstraint.A DAE is said to have index s if it must (and an) be di�erentiated s times to obtainan equivalent standard di�erential equation form, without algebrai onstraints. This9



transformation an be done by di�erentiating the onstraint equation,dA2d t =
�A2�u u0 + �A2�v v0 + �A2�t :(Note here, that �A2�u and/or �A2�v may be singular or even identially zero.)The redution of (5) to a standard form an take plae by eliminating the variable v.To illustrate this approah and indiate some possible di�ulties, we look at a prototypeexample of the type we are onerned with in this paper. ConsiderMu0 + Au +BTv = fCu�Dv = g

; (6)where M;A;B;C;D are linear operators (matries) and (for simpliity) do not depend ontime. We assume thatM is nonsingular and that B and C have full rank. Also, we assumethat M and A are of order n� n while B and C are of order m� n, with m < n.If D = 0, then Cu0 = g0 andCu0 + CM�1Au + CM�1BTv = CM�1f ; or CM�1BTv = CM�1(f � Au)� g0:Then, CM�1BT is nonsingular, so v =
�CM�1BT ��1

(CM�1(f � Au)� g0), and substi-tuting the latter in the �rst equation in (6) gives us a di�erential equation in a standardform,Mu0 + Au� BT �CM�1BT ��1 CM�1Au = f � BT �CM�1BT ��1
(CM�1f + g0) (7)In this ase, the DAE (6) has index 1.Eah di�erentiation inreases the requirements of regularity of the right hand sidefuntion to ahieve a ertain order of the disretization error. If the index is higher than 1,then it inreases also the requirements of regularity of the solution itself, that is, the lowerthe index is, the greater the possibility to ahieve a ertain order of the disretization is.If D is nonsingular, than we an substitute v = D�1Cu + g in the �rst equation in(6). The operator D is nonsingular for ompressible �uids or for regularized problems.In this ase we do not need to require that B and C have full rank. The DAE has hereindex zero. For an exposure of numerial solution methods for DAEs, see [23℄ and also[20℄, partiularly for a disussion on the solution of the Stokes problem.Converting (6) to (7) enables us to use any high order stable time integration sheme,for instane order 4, or 6, whih enables us to use very large time steps and still guaranteeenough auray in the obtained solution. The form (7) indiates, however, that we mayfae signi�ant numerial di�ulties when solving the transformed equation. Therefore,in the numerial proess we normally do not perform substitutions of the above typebut rather solve the equations, disretized in spae and time, by proper iterative solutionmethods. 10



2.4 Controlling the splitting error: ombined timestepping andNewton's methodOperator splitting errors an in general drive the numerial solution to have an unphysialbehavior and must therefore be ontrolled.The most straightforward way to asertain suh a ontrol is by hoosing su�ientlysmall timesteps but, as remarked in the introdution, too small timesteps an make thesolution method too expensive. Small timesteps an be avoided by using impliit time-stepping. This is also needed beause the problems are normally sti�, at least due to thepresene of di�usion. Seond order, or higher order methods are preferred.To ontrol the operator splitting errors for nonlinear problems one an use some stepsof a Newton method for eah separate operator equation. After every Newton step, thesolutions in all equations an be updated. In this way, we get smaller splitting errors thanwould otherwise our for eah full timestep.However, the linearized Newton matrix may be inde�nite or even singular. In suh aase, the Newton method must be approximated, either by use of some approximation ofthe linearized Jaobian matrix or by using damped Newton steps. It an be ombined withany of the splitting methods presented in this setion.In this paper we advoate the use of higher order time integration methods, whihenable the use of muh larger timesteps to get a requested auray. In suh a ase, onemust in general solve the equations arising at eah timestep performing several steps ofsome (approximate) version of a Newton method. In order to ensure that the savings innumber of timesteps is not outweighed by too ostly Newton steps, it is then essentialthat the linearized equations are solved e�iently. This is disussed for the partiularappliation to follow.In this paper we treat only the ase of two oupled equations. This does not preventthat one, or both, of the equations themselves onsist of subproesses, involving di�erentvariables and orresponding split equations. As mentioned previously, one an also use asplitting of eah equation for a single variable, if it involves di�erent physial proesses.Typial examples are the onvetion-di�usion or veloity-pressure as in the Navier�Stokesequations. For example, one an treat the onvetion part operator separate from thedi�usion part, see, e.g., [17℄. We mention also the variable density time-dependent Navier-Stokes equations, whih inlude one more mass onservation equation. For reent resultson operator splitting shemes for that equation, where seond order disretization in timeis guaranteed, see [22℄.Nonetheless, we reommend not to use unneessarily many splittings of the operators,but rather solve for instane the Navier�Stokes equation for veloity and pressure as awhole, using some e�ient method for saddle point problems, brie�y disussed in Setion6. As remarked previously, for widely di�erent time and/or length sales it may, however,be e�ient to use additional splittings.In the numerial test problem setion we test the ombined time stepping and approxi-mate Newton method, where the linearized operator is replaed with a simpler and betteronditioned operator (matrix). 11



3 Some multiphysis modelsWe present now four examples of multiphysis models. The �rst three are desribed onlyshortly with the basi equations.3.1 Fluid � solid struture interationFollowing [17℄, we let Ω � Rd; d = 2; 3 be a spae region, whih is �lled with an inom-pressible �uid of density �f and ontains J moving rigid bodies, B1; B2 : : : BJ :We assumethat the only external fore ating on this mixture is gravity (g). Then, between olli-sions (assuming that ollisions take plae), the �uid �ow is modeled by the Navier�Stokesequations, for the veloity u ;�f [�u�t + (u � r)u] = �fg +r � � inΩ(t)r � u = 0 ; inΩ(t)
u(x; 0) = u0(x) 8x 2 Ω(t) and r � u0 = 0 :Here Ω(t) = Ω n JSj=1

B̄j(t) :The system has to be ompleted with proper boundary onditions, suh as u = g0 on
Γ where R

Γ

g0 � ndΓ = 0 : Here Γ is the outer boundary, Γ = �Ω and n denotes the unitnormal vetor pointing outward to the �ow region.One must also impose no�slip boundary onditions on the boundary �Bj of Bj ; see[17℄ for details. Further, the stress�tensor, denoted here by �, satis�es� = � � pI ;where p is the pressure and � = �(ru +ruT )in the Newtonian ase or � is a nonlinear funtion of ru in the non�Newtonian ase.Here � denotes the visosity of the �uid. The motion of the rigid bodies is modeled by theNewton�Euler equations. The equations involve the veloity of the enter and the angularveloity of eah mass.Hene, this set of equations involves three veloities as well as the stress tensor andsome additional funtions, suh as a seond order evolutionary variable to model repulsivefore, whih takes plae at ollisions between bodies or ollisions with the bottom of the�uid region, see [17℄ for details.It is seen that several splittings must take plae. In [17℄, even an advetion-di�usionsplitting has been used. Extensive numerial simulations are reported there, with omputerrun times up to more than a week.
12



3.2 A thermal stress, Joule heating problemWhen an eletri urrent �ows through a devie, it indues the so-alled Joule heating ofthe devie. The heating leads to thermal stresses whih an be utilized to fore the devieto bend or move in a desired way. An appliation of this e�et is to move gears and rathetmehanisms (e.g., for mirror positioning) on a mirosopi sale.The model inludes equations for the eletri �eld, heat transfer and thermal stresses.For the eletri �eld it holds�r � �(V )rV = 0 in Ω
n � J = 0

J = �rV ; on �Ω n �Ω0 ;with suitable boundary onditions on a part (�Ω0) of �Ω : Here V is the eletri potential,� is the eletri ondutivity and J is the urrent.The heat transfer is modelled by�r � krT = Q(�; V ) in Ω

n � krT = h(Tinf � T ) on �Ωwhere k is the thermal ondutivity, Q is the resistane heating, h is a heat transferoe�ient and T is the external temperature. TypiallyQ(�; V ) =
�j J j2 = � j rV j2 ; in Ω :Finally, the thermal stresses are determined by ertain, more standard relations. Thisproblem involves, hene, three sets of partly nonlinear equations. An arti�ial time maybe introdued to solve the arising equations via an (approximate) Newton method therebyintroduing an operator splitting in, at least, the three sets. For a numerial study of theproblem, see, e.g., [25℄.3.3 An eletrolyti ell problemAn interfae problem arises in the modelling of industrial prodution of aluminium, whihis based on an eletrolyti proess and produed from alumina (bauxite). This modelgives raise to several oupled time-dependent di�erential equations. They inlude multi-�uid Navier�Stokes equations, eletromagneti (Maxwell's) equations and equations for theonentration, (x; t) of the liquid alumina and np ; the partile density of solid alumina.The latter is dissolved in the eletrolyti proess. The equations for  and np are similarto the equations for the onentration () and hemial potential (�) in the Cahn�Hilliardequation, to be desribed below. For further details, see [12, 16℄.
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3.4 The Cahn�Hilliard interfae model equationMoving interfae problems an be modelled by the Cahn�Hilliard equation (C-H), see, e.g.[1, 9, 10, 34℄. In its original form, C-H is a fourth order nonlinear equation of parabolitype, de�ned in some bounded domain Ω. The variable to solve for is referred to as thephase �eld, the order parameter or the onentration, whih represents the amount ofertain substane in spae at a given time. The onentration attains distint values inthe di�erent substanes. For example, for a binary �uid, it equals 1 in one of the phases,�1 on the other, and forms a smooth but steep transition front between them. It evolveswith time due to di�usion or di�usion and onvetion proesses.In pratie, in order to avoid dealing with fourth order derivatives, C-H is often refor-mulated as a oupled system of two equations with the onentration () and hemialpotential (�) as main variable funtions.We follow here [34℄ and desribe some details of the phase-�eld model. We assume thatthe hemial potential is given by the pointwise value in the following equations, due tovan der Waals ([40℄), � =
� eF� ;where eF is the free energy, de�ned byeF () =

Z
Ω

(� j r j2 +� ())dxHere � j r j2 is the interfaial energy, whih ompetes with the bulk free energy � () :The oe�ients �; � are related to the surfae tension oe�ient � and the interfae widthas � � �=" and � � �" : The free energy funtion  is normally assumed to have the formof a double�well potential,  () = (2 � 1)2 :Hene it holds  0() = 4(2 � 1)and, taking � = 1=4 ; we �nd � = (3 � )� �∆ :The onentration is oupled to a di�usive term for the hemial potential. The equationstake then the form � � d d + �r2 = 0�r � (�r�) +
��t + (u � r) = 0

9>=>; x 2 Ω; t > 0;��n
= 0 ; ���n

= 0 ; x 2 �Ω ; t > 0; (8)where n denotes the outward pointing normal vetor. The problem parameter � is themobility and the oe�ient � is proportional to the interfae thikness. In dimensionless14



form, � is proportional to the square of the so-alled Cahn number Cn and � is proportionalto the inverse of the Pelet number Pe. An initial ondition (x; 0) = 0(x); x 2 Ω isassumed to be given.Above, no in�ux, i.e., pure Neumann type boundary onditions are assumed for bothvariables. In general, the boundary onditions inlude the so-alled wetting angle (f. [10℄),however details of that are not relevant for this work.As is seen, the double�well potential has two minima, at +1 and �1, respetively, whihorresponds to the two stable phases.In general, the veloity �eld vetor u varies with time and spae, and is determinedby solving the Navier�Stokes equations in its full omplexity, namely, time-dependent withvariable visosity and variable density. A brief disussion on the numerial solution ofthose is inluded in Setion 6.The aim of the Cahn-Hilliard equation is to desribe the interfae dynamis of a systemin whih the �nal state is dominated by two (or more) phases, separated by a transitionregion. The goal is to presribe as aurately as possible the evolution of the interfae andthe loation of the phases, whih appear after an initial stage of separation. The system ismass-onservative. (As remarked in [34℄, the model, as stated in (8), may not auratelyapture any partiular physial system, sine e�ets of impurities, thermal e�ets, visousand elasti e�ets are not aounted for. However, C-H is obtained as a limit equationof many more detailed models and therefore, studying and understanding its features isrelevant.)The oupled system (8)-(20) is nonlinear and involves �ve variables, �; ; u; p and�. As already remarked, it is not viable to solve the whole, oupled nonlinear systemby a Newton method. Instead, some form of an operator splitting method should beused, i.e., the equations (8) and (20) are split at eah time step. In addition, anotheroperator splitting sheme is applied when solving (20) itself. To get a su�ient auray,in partiular a su�iently small splitting error, one may then be fored to use many smalltime-steps �k = O(h2) ; where h is a spae mesh parameter.On the other side, as disussed in Setion 3, we advoate to use larger timesteps, inthe order � = O(h) ; and instead use an (approximate Jaobian) Newton iteration methodduring eah time step. The straightforward approah is to split the oupled system in twoparts, one in the form of the Cahn�Hilliard equation for the variables  and �, and onefor the Navier�Stokes equation with main variables u, p and �. Clearly, sine the two setsare oupled, during eah Newton step we update the veloity �eld u, in the Cahn-Hilliardequation and then the omputed  and � in the Navier-Stokes equation.4 Numerial solution of the Cahn � Hilliard equationConsider now the solution of the Cahn�Hilliard equation alone. Some omments on thesolution of the stationary Navier�Stokes equations for the ase of onstant visosity andonstant density are presented in Setion 6.The solution of the Cahn-Hilliard equation omprises a time-stepping proedure, a15



nonlinear problem to be solved during eah time step using Newton's method in this ase,and a solution of a linear system of algebrai equations with the Jaobian matrix (orsome approximation of it), arising from the Newton iterations. To solve systems with theJaobian, we use an inner�outer iteration proedure. The inner iterations are based onan idea in [7℄, see also [2℄ and [35℄, to solve omplex valued systems, and is presented inSetion 5.4.1 Iterative solution of the Cahn-Hilliard equationWe disretize the Cahn�Hilliard equation by a standard �nite element method. At everyNewton linearization step during eah timestep a matrix in the formC =

� M ��K � J��K M + �W � (9)then arises. Here, the Jaobian matrix term J is derived from the nonlinear term d =d in (8), M;K and W denote in order, the Gramian mass matrix, the sti�ness, Laplaianoperator matrix and the advetion term matrix, respetively, all orresponding to thegiven �nite element mesh. In general, the timestep � = �k is variable, but for notationalsimpliity we keep the notation � without a time-step number index.We split the matrix C as C = C0 +

�
0 �J
0 �W � ;where C0 =

" M � eKb�2 eK M # ; eK = �K and b�2 =
��� : (10)The matrix equation C � xy � =

� fg � is then solved by a generalized onjugate gradient orminimal residual method with C0 as preonditioner. Note that if the oe�ients � and �are onstant during eah time step, then there is no need to update the preonditioner C0 :This holds also in a larger time�interval, if we hoose onstant timesteps in that interval.Proposition 4.1 Let C ;C0 be de�ned in (9) and (10), respetively . The preonditionedmatrix satis�es C�1
0 C = I +

"
0 (�S�1J + �M�1 eKS�1W
0 (e�2M�1 eKS�1J + �S�1W )

#where S = M + e�2 eKM�1 eK; eK = �K; and e�2 = ��� :It holds k�M�1 eKS�1Wk � �
2e� = O(� 1=2); � ! 0 :ke�2M�1 eKS�1Jk � 3

2
e� = O(� 1=2); � ! 0 :16



and k�S�1Wk � �kM�1Wk :Sine
lim�!0

C�1
0 C =

�
0 S�1J
0 0

� ;it follows that for su�iently small values of � a generalized preonditioned onjugategradient method for the preonditioned matrix C�1
0 C onverges in two or three steps.Proof: It holds C�1

0

�
0 �J
0 �W �

=

" S�1 M�1 eKS�1�b�2M�1 eKS�1 S�1

# �
0 �J
0 �W �

=

"
0 (�S�1J + �M�1 eKS�1W )

0 (e�2M�1 bKS�1J + �S�1W )

# ; (11)where S = M + e�2 eKM�1 eK : To analyse the rate of onvergene of the iteration methodwe rewrite the matrix M�1 eKS�1 in the form (M�1 eKS�1M)M�1 and make a similaritytransformation of the �rst fator,M1=2(M�1 eKS�1M)M�1=2 = bK(I + e�2 bK2)�1 ;where bK = M�1=2 eKM�1=2 :Sine jaj�(1 + e�2a2) � 1=(2e�) ; where a is a real number, it follows thatk�M�1 eKS�1Mk � �
2e� = O(� 1=2); � ! 0and ke�2M�1 eKS�1Mk � 1

2
e� = O(� 1=2); � ! 0 :Sine k�S�1Wk = k�S�1MM�1Wk � �kM�1Wk ; it follows then that all terms, ex-ept S�1J ; in (11) deay at least as O(� 1=2) when � ! 0 : Therefore, for su�ienysmall timesteps, the iteration method onverges approximately with an error matrix as�

0 S�1J
0 0

� ; i.e. in two iteration steps. Clearly, for larger values of � ; there will be someadditional iterations but their number an be ontrolled by hoosing � su�iently small.Remark 2 The onstants involved in the upper bounds in Proposition 4.1 equal the in-verses of eah other, beause �
e�2

= O((�=�)1=2)� 1=2 and e�2 = O((�=�)1=2)� 1=2 ; respetively.Here �=� = �"Pe ; where Pe is the Pelet number. To get a bound valid for all thiknessesand Pelet numbers, we must therefore hoose.� � min f�=�; �=�g = min f�"Pe; 1=(�"Pe)g17



This means that if Pe �= O(1=�") ; we an hoose � independently of these parameters,but if Pe� O(1=�") ; then we must hoose � su�iently small.In pratie, in order to resolve the interfae pro�le numerially, we hoose the spaemesh parameter h suh that h = �=r ; where, typially, r is taken as a number, 5 �r � 10 : Then, if Pe �= O(��1) ; we an hoose the timestep � suh that the timesteppingdisretization error is of the same order as the spae disretization error, whih normallymeans that we take � = O(h) :Suh large Pelet numbers hold for onvetion dominated �ows. If, however, the on-vetion is small or even zero, so that Pe � 1 ; say, then we must hoose� � min f�"; 1=(�")g = �" ; i.e.,� must be taken signi�antly smaller than " = O(h) ; to avoid a slow rate of onvergeneof the iterative solution method. We note namely that the troublesome term in the pre-onditioned matrix arises in its 2,2�blok, i.e., it diretly in�uenes the eigenvalues of thematrix. This is also learly seen from the numerial tests.Finally, we note that for �nite element disretized operators one must balane � withrespet to the spae disretization parameter � to get �kM�1Wk bounded for all valuesof h : Sine W is a �rst order (onvetion) term, we should hoose � = O(h) : Numerialtests indiate that already � = 1
2
h an be e�ient.4.2 Inner iterationsTo solve the systems with the preonditions C0 whih, as outlined above, ours at fewiteration steps, we use inner iterations. The preonditioner for the inner iterations is thematrix, B0 =

" M � eKe�2 eK M + 2e� eK # ;whih an be fatorized asB0 =

� M 0e�2 eK M + e� eK � " I �M�1 eK
0 M�1(M + e� eK)

# ; (12)As is shown in Setion 5, the eigenvalues of B�1
0 C0 are ontained in the interval [0:5; 1]or even in a smaller interval. Therefore, a onjugate gradient method to solve the arisinginner iteration systems with matrix C0 will also onverge rapidly.As is shown in Setion 5, eah inner iteration requires just two solutions with the matrixM + e� eK = M +

p��=�K :4.3 An approximate Newton iteration methodThe above works well only for not too large timesteps. The reason is that the Newtoniterations use a matrix C whih an be singular, or even inde�nite. This is seen from theShur omplement S(C) of C ; 18



S(C) = M + �W + ��KM�1(�K + J)

= M + �W + ���KM�1K + ��KM�1J (13)Normally the advetion operator matrixW does not ause any problem, at least not fortimesteps � � O(h) ; where h is the mesh parameter for the FEM method. The last term in(13), however, may ause a loss of positive de�niteness, sine J is an inde�nite matrix. Thismay ause divergene or bifuration of the Newton iterations. Sine kKM�1k = O(h�2) ;this holds in partiular for su�iently small stepsizes h : Therefore, we may be fored tohoose � = O(h2) ; whih is learly undesirable.For the problem under onsideration, it is therefore better to use an approximate New-ton method, where we use C0 as a replaement of C in the nonlinear iteration solver steps.The approximate Newton method takes then the formC0(x(k+1) � x(k)) = �kA(tk; x(k)); k = 0; 1; � � �for an impliit Euler method and a similar form for a Crank�Niholson or a ��method.Here �k � 1 ; is a damping parameter. Sine A = C0 +

�
0 �J
0 �W� ; sokC�1

0 (A� C0)k � �0 �S�1J
0 0

� = O(� 1=2) ;it an even happen that one an hoose full length steps with �k = 1 :5 Appliation of a preonditioner for omplex valuedsystemsTo analyse the preonditioner B0 de�ned in the previous setion, we present �rst an analysisfor general matries on a similar form. To solve a omplex valued system
(A+ iB)(x + iy) = (f + ig) (14)it was suggested in [7℄ to rewrite (14) in the form� A �BB A � � xy � =

� fg � ;whereby one avoids the use of omplex number arithmetis. We assume �rst that A issymmetri and positive de�nite (spd). In the simplest form, the matrix (A+B)A�1(A+B)was used as an approximation of the Shur omplement matrix A + BA�1B ; see [2, 3 ℄.Here we generalize the method to solve systems with a matrix in the formA =

� A �BT�2B �2A � ; (15)19



where �; � are positive numbers. (These have no relation to the parameters �; � used inthe Cahn�Hilliard equation.) Clearly, A and B have the same order.As a preonditioner to A we hooseB =

� A 0�2B (�A+ �B)

� � A�1 0
0 A�1

� � A �BT
0 (�A+ �BT )

� : (16)It holds B =

� A 0�2B �A+ �B � � I �A�1BT
0 �I + �A�1BT �so B =

� A �BT�2B �2A+ ��(B +BT )

�or B = A+

�
0 0
0 ��(B +BT )

�We show now �rst that B�1 an be written in suh a form that eah ation of it on avetor only requires one solution with matries �A+�B and �A+�BT and that no othersystems must be solved.Using (16) we �ndB =

� I 0�2BA�1 (�I + �BA�1)

� �A 0
0 A� �I �A�1BT

0 (�I + �A�1BT )

� :Hene,B�1 =

�I (�I + �A�1BT )�1A�1BT
0 (�I + �A�1BT )�1

� �A�1 0
0 A�1

��� I 0��2BA�1(�I + �BA�1)�1 (�I + �BA�1)�1

�
=

�A�1 1� �I � �(�I + �A�1BT )�1
�A�1

0 (�A+ �BT )�1

��� I 0��[I � �(�I + �BA�1)�1 A(�A+ �B)�1

�
=

24�(�A+ �BT )�1[I � �A(�A+ �BT )�1] 1� [I � �(�A+ �BT )�1]A(�A + �B)�1

+�(�A+ �B)�1��(�A+ �BT )�1[I � �A(�A+ �B)�1] (�A+ �BT )�1A(�A+ �B)�1

35Multiplying a vetor �fg� with B�1 we �ndB�1

�fg� =

��(�A+ �BT )�1(f � �f (1)) + �f (1) + 1� [I � �(�A+ �BT )�1]g(1)��(�A+ �BT )�1(f � �f (1)) + (�A+ �BT )�1g(1)

�20



where f (1) = A(�A+ �B)�1f ; g(1) = A(�A+ �B)�1gHene, B�1

�fg� =

�
1� [�(�A+ �BT )�1(�(f � �f (1))� g(1)) + ��f (1) + g(1)]�(�A+ �BT )�1(�(f � �f (1))� g(1))

�
=

��� (�A+ �BT )�1(�f � g(2)) + g(2)�(�A+ �BT )�1(�(f � g(2))

�
=

���g(3) + g(2)�g(3)

�where g(2) = ��f (1) + g(1) = A(�A + �BT )�1(��f + g) and g(3) = (�A + �BT )�1(�f �g(2)) : Therefore, besides matrix�vetor multipliations (with normally sparse matries) andvetor additions, only one ation of (�A + �B)�1 is involved, to ompute g(2) and oneation of (�A+ �BT )�1 to ompute g(3) and the �nal vetor.We now analyse the eigenvalues of the preonditioned matrix.Proposition 5.1 Assume that A is spd and the symmetri part of B is positive semide-�nite. The relation B = A+

�
0 0
0 ��(B +BT )

� ;where � > 0, shows that the eigenvalues of the generalized eigenvalue problem,�B � xy � = A � xy �satisfy � = 1 for eigenvetors y 2 N (B +BT ); x 2 Rnand all eigenvalues are ontained in the interval [0:5; 1].Proof: If A � xy � =

�
0
0

� ; then Ax = BTy and�2Bx + �2Ay = 0so
(�2A + �2BA�1BT )y = 0 ;whih implies y = 0 and, hene, x = 0 : Therefore � 6= 0 :It holds,

(�� 1)B � xy � =

�
0���(B +BT )y �21



so � = 1 for y 2 N (B +BT ) :If � 6= 1 ; then Ax� BTy = 0and a omputation shows that
(�� 1)(�2Bx +

��2A+ ��(B +BT )
� y = ���(B +BT )yHene x = A�1BTy and

(�� 1)
��2BA�1BT + �2A+ ��(B +BT )

� y = ���(B +BT )y ;that is,
(�� 1)

��2A+ �2BA�1BT � y = ����(B +BT )yor �
1� � 1

���2A+ �2BA�1BT � y = ��(B +BT )y :It follows �
1� � 1

��I + eB eBT� ey = ( eB + eBT )ey ;where eB = ��A�1=2BA�1=2; ey = A1=2y :Hene
1� � 1 =

eyT ( eB + eBT )eyeyT ey + ( eBT ey; eBT ey)
:By assumption, eyT ( eB + bBT )ey � 0 : Hene, by Cauhy�Shwarz inequality,

0 � eyT ( eB + eBT )ey = ( eBT ey; ey) + (eyT ; eBT ey) � eyT ey + ( eBT ey; eBT ey)so
0 � 1� � 1 � 1that is,

1 � 1� � 2 :It has been shown that solutions with the preonditioner for systems with a matrix of theform (15) involve only solutions with matries �A+�B and �A+�BT : In the appliationof this method for the Cahn�Hilliard equations these matries are ombinations of massand Laplae operator matries, and an therefore normally be solved e�iently by somepreonditioned iterative solution method, or sometimes even by a diret solution method.Note that they orrespond to homogeneous oe�ients as there is no strong variation ofthe oe�ients in these matries. 22



To improve the preonditioner further, we let now the preonditioner depend on aparameter. Thereby we replae the problem parameter � in (16) with a variable parametere�; to get B =

� A 0�2B e�A+ �B� �A�1 0
0 A�1

� �A �BT
0 e�A + �BT�

=

� A �BT�2B e�A+ e��(B +BT )

� (17)
= A+

�
0 0
0 (e�2 � �2)A+ e��(B +BT )

�Clearly, this preonditioner an be implemented in the same way as (16), hene eah ationof B�1 on a vetor requires only a solution with matries (e�A + �B) and (e�A + �BT ) :For larity, we state this result asProposition 5.2 The ations B�1

�fg� of the inverse of the preonditioner B ; de�ned in(17) an be implemented as B�1

�fg� =

��� g(3) + g(2)�g(3)

� ;where g(2) = A(�A+ �BT )�1(e��f + g) ;g(3) = (�A+ �B)�1(�f � g(2)) :Proof: See the previous derivation after (16).The generalized eigenvalue problem�B �xy� = A �xy� ;where � 6= 0; gives�
1� � 1

�A �xy� =

�
0�

(e�2 � �2)A+ e��(B +BT )
� y�or, using Ax = BTy ;�

1� � 1

�
(�2BA�1BT + �2A)y =

�
(e�2 � �2)A+ e��(B +BT )

� y (18)Assuming that A is spd and B is spsd (symmetri positive semide�nite) and lettingeB = �A�1=2BA�1=2 ; ey = A1=2y ;23



we �nd �
1� � 1

�
( eB eBT + �2I)ey =

h
(e�2 � �2)I + e�( eB + eBT )

i ey ;or
1�(�2I + eB eBT )ey = [e�2I + eB eBT + e�( eB + eBT )]y :Letting eBey = �ey ; where � denotes an eigenvalue of eB ; it follows that� = �(�) =

�2 + �2e�2 + �2 + 2e�� =
�2 + �2

(e�+ �)2
: (19)We want to �nd the optimal value of e� to minimize the spetral ondition number ofB�1A :Proposition 5.3 Let B be de�ned in (17) and assume that A is symmetri and positivede�nite and B is symmetri and positive semide�nite. Let �max be the maximal eigenvalueof �A�1B and assume that �max � �2=e� : Then the optimal value of e� to minimize thespetral ondition number { of B�1A equalse�opt = � �� ��max

+

r
(
��max

)2 + 1

��and
min

e� {(B�1A) = 1 + (�=e�opt)2 :Proof: It holds �(0) = (�=e�)2 and lim�!1 �(�) � 1 : To �nd the extreme value of �(�)in (19), we see that �0(�) =
2

(e�+ �)3
(e��� �2) = 0gives �min = �(�2=e�) =

�2 + �4=e�2

(e� + �2=e�)2
=

1

1 + (e�=�)2
:We have � 2 [0; �max] ; where �max � �2=e� : It holds �(0) = (�=e�)2 and �(0) ��(�2=e�) : Sine {(B�1A) = 2 if e� = � ; it follows that we must hoose e� > � to make{(B�1A) < 2 : The variation of the funtion �(�) is shown in Figure 1.To minimize the ondition number we hoose e� suh that��e��2

= �(�max) =
�2 + �2

max

(e�+ �max)2whih, after simpli�ation, givese�� =
��max

+

�
(
��max

)2 + 1

�1=2 ; where e� = e�opt :24
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min

e� {(B�1A) = (�=e�)2(1 + (e�=�)2) = 1 + (�=e�opt)2 :Remark 3 If �max=�!1 ; then {(B�1A) ! 2 and if �max = � ; then {(B�1A) =
p

2 :6 Solving the variable visosity, variable density time-dependent inompressible Navier-Stokes equationsThe time-dependent Navier-Stokes equations for �ows with variable visosity and densityread as follows: ���t +r � (�u) = 0���u�t + (u � r)u

��r � [�(ru +ruT )] +rp = F� �rr � u = 0

(20)with typial boundary and initial onditions�(x; 0) = �0; �(x; t) jΓ� = r(x; t)
u(x; 0) = u0; u(x; t) j�Ω = g

(21)Here �; � and p denote the density, visosity and the pressure of the �uid. F is the volumefore density and Γ� = fx 2 �Ω : u(x) � n < 0g is the in�ow boundary.As noted in [22℄, there are quite a few papers, dealing with the above problem, themajor di�ulty being the fat that the equations possess ellipti, paraboli and hyperboli25



properties. The existing work addresses mainly various splitting and projetion shemes,their stability and auray, see the the founding work by Chorin (1968) and Themam(1969), see, e.g., [22℄ and the referenes therein. Up to the knowledge of the authors, thereare also few studies of the numerial solution aspets of the solution of the disrete algebraisystems, arising from (20). We mention as an example, two papers, where preonditioningtehniques for N-S problem with variable density are studied - [32℄ and [30℄. Close to theraised topi is the work in [21℄, where variable visosity is present in the model, howeverthe stationary equations are disussed and the onvetive term is handled as a part of theright-hand side, thus the problem is more like Stokes with variable visosity. In [24℄, thestationary Navier-Stokes equation, inluding the onvetion term, with variable densityis analysed, showing that the preonditioners for the stationary Navier-Stokes equations,linearized using Piard iterations, are straightforwardly appliable to the ase of variablevisosity.We sketh below a state-of-art splitting method for the time-dependent, variable densityinompressible Navier-Stokes equations, whih is derived in [22℄, for whih a seond ordersplitting error is shown. The operator splitting sheme is of inremental type and onsistsof the following four steps:Set �(0) = �0, u(0)u0, p(0) = p0 (to be dedued from �0 and u0) and �(0) = 0.For n = 1; � � � ompute�(n+1) � �(n)� +r � (�(n+1)u(n))� �(n+1)

2
r � u(n) = 0 (22)Update veloity as

1� �1

2
(�(n+1) + �(n))u(n+1) � �(n)u(n)

�
+ �(n+1)u(n) � u(n+1)

+
1

2
r � (�(n+1)u(n))u(n+1) � �∆u(n+1) +r(p(n) � �(n)) = f (n+1)

u(n+1) j�Ω = 0

(23)Next, update the auxiliary variable �:
∆�(n+1) =

�� r � u(n+1)�n�(n+1) j�Ω = 0
(24)and, �nally, update the pressure asp(n+1) = p(n) + �(n+1) (25)Above, � 2 [0; min(�0)] and in pratie, the usual hoie is � = min(�0). For more detailsand a higher-order time integration sheme, see [22℄.As an be observed, in the operator splitting sheme (22)-(25), no solution of a saddlepoint system is involved. It an be reintrodued by unifying steps (23) and (24). Then,26



the saddle point system to be solved, has a nonzero blok in its (2,2) position, whihorresponds to a stabilized stationary Navier-Stokes formulation. It is worth mentioningthe omment, made in [22℄, that still, stable LBB disretization spaes for veloity andpressure have to be used.Below we brie�y state some results, relevant to the iterative solution of saddle pointproblems.6.1 Preonditionings for saddle point problemsSaddle point matries are speial ases of matries in two-by-two blok formA =

� A11 A12A21 A22

�that arise in various appliations. If A22 = 0, then A is a saddle point matrix. We as-sume that A11 is nonsingular and S2(A) = A22 � A21A�1
11 A12 (the Shur omplement)is nonsingular. Following [6℄, we give here �rst an outline of the analysis of a general,approximate blok matrix fatorization of A and apply then diretly this result for saddlepoint matries.A general form of an approximate blok fatorization of the matrix A takes the formC =

� I1 0A21C11 I2

� � eA11 0
0 S� �I1 B11A12

0 I2

� : (26)Here B11 and C11 are approximations of A�1
11 (normally sparse and given on expliitform) while eA�1

11 denotes some approximation of A�1
11 ; possibly impliitly de�ned via inneriterations. Further S is a nonsingular approximation of S2 :An analysis of the above approah with details regarding saddle-point matries an befound in [8℄. Below we brie�y summarize the main onlusions.Sine we an use inner iterations for the arising systems with A11 and S2 ; it is ofinterest to onsider the ase where we let eA11 = A11 and S = S2 : The following result hasbeen shown in [6℄.Proposition 6.1 Let C be de�ned by (26), where eA11 = A11 and S = S2 : Then there isa multiple eigenvalue � = 1 for eigenvetors x =
�xT1 ; xT2 � ; wherex1 2 ker(A21(I1 � C11A11)); x2 2 ker((A�1

11 �B11)A12) :The remaining eigenvalues equal� = 1 +
1

2
�(1�p1 + 4=�)for � equal to any nonzero eigenvalue of the matrix produt eA12

eA21 , where eA12 = (I1 �B11A11)A�1
11 A12 and eA21 = S�1

2 A21(I1 � C11A11).27



If C11 = B11, A is symmetri and S2 is positive de�nite, then the eigenvalues � arereal and positive and�max = 1 +
1

2
�(1 +

p
1 + 4=�) ; �min =

p
1 + 4=� � 1p
1 + 4=� + 1

;where 0 < � � �; � = �( eA12
eA21) :In the general ase of nonsymmetri matries, if we let � = k eA12

eA21k ; then for theabsolute values of the eigenvalues it holds that �min �j � j� �max :Remark 4 The method parameter � = �( eA12
eA21) an be said to replae  ; or rather2=(1 � 2) ; where  = �(A�1

11 A12A�1
22 A21) ; whih is the familiar CBS onstant, de�nedfor symmetri positive de�nite matries A (see, e.g., [4℄). Note that  is �xed while thevalue of � is ontrollable by the onstrution of the preonditioner (the hoie of B11 andC11) : Furthermore, the new parameter is also appliable for nonsymmetri and inde�nitematries.For a saddle point problem, it is readily seen that � = 1 or � = �1, depending on thesign of the approximate Shur omplement.Remark 5 From both a omputational omplexity and preonditioning e�ieny pointof view, the most e�ient form of the preonditioner is of blok�triangular form. If we letC11 = eA�1

11 ; and let B11 = 0 ; then it takes the formC =

� eA11 0A21 S� and � = kA�1
11 A12S�1

2 A21(I1 � eA�1
11 A11)k :Here we an ontrol the value of � ; and make it arbitrarily small, by performing a su�ientnumber of inner iterations in solving the arising systems with matrix A11 : In the limit ase,where eA�1

11 = A�1
11 and S = S2 ; we get � = 0 and the preonditioned matrix takes theform C�1A =

�I1 A�1
11 A12

0 I2

� :In this ase, the minimal polynomial to C�1A is simply P2(t) = (1 � t)2 ; and only twoiterations in a generalized outer onjugate gradient iteration method will our. There willin general be more iterations when eA�1
11 is an approximation of A�1

11 but, as shown above,we an ontrol this number by making a su�ient number of inner iterations.In the general ase, where eA�1
11 � A�1

11 and S � S2 ; it an be shown that the eigenvalues�1 of C�1A are loated in diss around 1 + �i where�i � 1

2
(�i �q�2i + 4�i)and �i are the nonzero eigenvalues of A�1

11 A12S�1
2 A21(I1� eA�1A11) : The radius of the disksis bounded by q(1+ j �i j) ; whereq = kQ�1

� eA�1A11 � I1 0
0 S�1S2 � I2

�Qk :28



The radius an be ontrolled by making a su�ient number of inner iterations when solv-ing the arising systems with the pivot blok A11 and by hoosing a su�iently aurateapproximation S of S2 :For the saddle point systems, arising from disretizing the stationary Navier-Stokesequation, for not strongly onvetion-dominated �ows, Shur omplement matries an beapproximated quite e�iently using the assembly of loal, exat Shur omplements andpossibly extending this approximation to a sequene of oarser matries as in a multilevelpreonditioning method, see [33℄.7 Numerial testsWe onsider the Cahn-Hilliard equation in the form (8), in two spae dimensions, disretizedusing triangular meshes and standard linear onforming �nite elements for both variables.We illustrate the numerial e�ieny of the proposed preonditioner B0 on the followingtest problem.Problem 1 The model test setting is with no onvetion (i.e., the oe�ient vetor b in(8) is identially zero) and the phase interfae moves due to di�usion proesses only.The arising Jaobian matries are of the form C as in (9). We onsider two ases.Case 1: We solve the problem, applying Newton's method using the exat Jaobian matrixC. During eah nonlinear iteration, C is solver iteratively using gg-mr, preonditioned byC0, given in (10), negleting the blok J . The results are in Tables 1 and 2.Case 2: We solve the problem using inexat Newton's method, i.e., we use the matrix C0 asan approximate Jaobian. This leads on one side to an inrease of the nonlinear iterations,and on another side, to signi�antly less omputational e�ort per nonlinear iteration. Theresults are presented in Table 3.We present experiments, where systems with C0 are solved with a diret method (Table1) as well as experiments, where C is preonditioned by B0 as in (12). In its turn, whensolving systems with B0, the blok M + e� eK in B0 is solved by an AMG-preonditionedonjugate gradient method to an inner relative auray 10�3 (Table 2).For Case 1, we also illustrate the performane of C0 and B0 when the mass matrix isreplaed by its diagonal (the lower part in Tables 1 and 2). We see that replaing themass matrix in the preonditioner by its diagonal leads to an inrease of the number N2of linear iterations. Numerial experiments, not inluded here, indiate that replaing Mby its diagonal in Case 2, leads to a signi�ant inrease of the nonlinear iterations. (Fornononforming Crouzeix-Raviart elements the mass matrix is diagonal.)In all tables, two or three iteration ounts are presented in the formN1=N2 orN1=N2=N3.Here N1 denotes the average number of nonlinear iterations for 10 time steps. The ountN2 is the average number of linear iterations per nonlinear iteration for 10 time steps tosolve a linear system with C, preonditioned by B0. The third iteration ount N3 is theaverage number of inner iterations to solve C0, preonditioned by B0 per linear iterationwhen solving the Jaobian in Table 2 and the average number of AMG-preonditioned29



∆tSize h h=2 h=4 h=10 h2 h3M8450 8 / 19 3 / 10 3 / 8 3 / 6 2 / 5 2 / 433282 3 / 9 3 / 7 3 / 6 3 / 5 3 / 4 2 / 3132098 3 / 7 3 / 6 3 / 5 3 / 5 3 / 4 3 / 3diag(M)8450 7 / 22 3 / 20 3 / 17 3 / 15 3 / 13 2 / 1333282 3 / 18 3 / 17 3 / 14 3 / 13 3 / 13 3 / 14Table 1: Equations (8), no onvetion: Exat Newton method, C is preonditioned by C0,diret solve with C0

∆tSize h h=2 h=4 h=10 h2 h3M8450 7 / 19 / 6 3 / 10/ 5 3 / 8 / 5 3 / 6 / 5 3 / 5 / 4 3 / 5 / 433282 3 / 10 / 5 3 / 8 / 5 3 / 6 / 5 3 / 5 / 4 3 / 4 / 4 3 / 4 / 5132098 3 / 7 / 5 3 / 6 / 5 3 / 5 / 4 3 / 5 / 4 3 / 4 / 4 3 / 4 / 5diag(M)8450 7 / 20 / 7 3 / 10 / 7 3 / 8 / 6 3 / 6 / 6 3 / 5 / 6 3 / 5 / 833282 3 / 10 / 7 3 / 8 / 6 3 / 6 / 6 3 / 6 / 6 3 / 5 / 6 3 / 4 / 7132098 3 / 7 / 6 3 / 6 / 6 3 / 5 / 6 3 / 5 / 6 3 / 5 / 6 3 / 4 / 7Table 2: Equations (8), no onvetion: Exat Newton method, C is preonditioned by C0,inner solver for C0, preonditioned by B0onjugate gradient method to solve the blok M + e� eK in Table 2, per nonlinear iteration,per linear iteration for 10 time steps.We see that negleting the nonlinear term in the Jaobian leads to a very e�ientpreonditioner, whih furthermore (for �xed meshes) does not have to be reomputed.It is seen that the iteration number ounts are rather insensitive to the mesh size hand to the time step � � h.The relative stopping riteria for the nonlinear, linear and inner iterations, were hosenas 10�6, 10�6 and 10�3, respetively. As the number of iterations are already small, wedid not tune these parameters, i.e., we did not test for more e�ient ombinations of themand some further redution of the number of iterations.Remark 6 Numerial experiments in [9℄ show, that, in Case 1, if we preondition C byB0 instead of C0, the nonlinear iterations are not inreased, while the resulting solver isless omputationally intensive. 30
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∆tSize h h=2 h=4 h=10 h2diret solve with C08450 >100 30 13 8 633282 29 13 9 7 6132098 13 9 7 6 5diret solve with B08450 > 100 30 / 4 13 / 4 8 / 4 6 / 433282 30 / 4 13 / 4 9 / 4 7 / 4 6 / 4132098 13 / 4 9 / 4 7 / 4 6 / 4 5 / 3AMG-preonditioned CG for the blok M + e� eK8450 > 100 31 / 5 / 5 13 / 5 / 5 8 / 5 / 5 6 / 4 / 633282 31 / 5 / 5 14 / 5 / 5 9 / 6 / 5 7 / 5 / 5 6 / 4 / 5132098 13 / 6 / 5 9 / 6 / 5 7 / 6 / 5 7 / 5 / 5 5 / 4 / 5Table 3: Equations (8), no onvetion: Inexat Newton method, inner solve with C0,preonditioned by B0
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The AMG implementation, used for the numerial experiments is from [44℄.8 ConlusionsIt has been shown that the use of e�ient preonditioners an avoid the need to use manyoperator splittings, in this way dereasing the total operator splitting error and, hene,allowing for larger timesteps.In addition, ombined with symmetrized operator splitting methods even larger timestepsan be used. Properly approximated Newton iteration methods helps avoiding the use ofa pure Newton linearized operator, whih is desirable when this is nearly singular or indef-inite.The linear systems arising at eah time step an be preonditioned by a preonditionerin a form whih resembles that arising for omplex valued systems rewritten in real valuedform, and for whih the orresponding linear systems are best solved by inner iterationsand deoupled preonditioners. In this way, very few iterations are required also for theinner iterations.9 AknowledgmentsThe work of the seond author is partly supported by the Swedish Researh Counil (VR)via the grant Finite element preonditioners for algebrai problems as arising in modellingof multiphase mirostrutures, 2009-2011. The support is hereby gratefully aknowledged.We also thank the developers of the HSL MI-20 AMG pakage for kindly providing uswith the AMG-Matlab interfae.Referenes[1℄ D.M. Anderson, G.B. MFadden, A.A. Wheeler, Di�usive�interfae methods in �uidmehanis, Ann. Rev. Fluid. Meh., 30 (1998), 139�165.[2℄ O. Axelsson, On the e�ieny of a lass of A�stable methods, BIT 14 (1974), 279�287.[3℄ O. Axelsson, Error estimates over in�nite intervals of some disretization of evolutionequations, BIT 24 (1984), 413�424.[4℄ O. Axelsson, Iterative Solution Methods, Cambridge University Press, 1994.[5℄ O. Axelsson, Globally onvergent ontinuation methods for non�linear equations.In:Large Sale Sienti� Computations of Engineering and Environmental Problems,Proeedings, Varna, Bulgaria, June 7�11,1997. Edited by M. Griebel, Oleg P. Iliev,Svetozar Margenov, Panayot S. Vassilevski, Vieweg Verlag 1998, 3�17.33
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